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Infinitely

HUGE SUM OF MONEY

Lu Yuan looked innocent: "Why are you so surprised? The things I sent before were pretty

good, so I gave me a VIP spot."

Lu Yuan didn't get the VIP quota when he first sent the shoot. This quota was only given

when he sent the water arrow gene for the second time.

It was also the first time he knew about the VIP quota.

"hiss..."

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, all of them stared.

Liu Xi asked strangely:

"Brother Lu Yuan...what did you send for a photo? It has such a high value?"

Other people are also curious.

Lu Yuan smiled, there is nothing bad to say, he said:

"It's just an elite-level transcendent gene, and a few elite-level weapons."

The atmosphere fell silent, and the corners of Zhuo Ming's mouth twitched a few times,
and his face became a bit strangely distorted, with a bit of crying and bitter expression:

"...Elite class transcendent gene? How many elite class weapons?! That's it?!"

Damn it, he pretended it again!

Everyone's heartfelt voices at the moment are exceptionally consistent.

Liu Xi opened his mouth and smiled bitterly:

"Brother Lu Yuan, I thought you were not an ordinary person at the time. At that time, I
felt that you would surprise me if you met again. I didn't expect you to surprise me

directly."
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Lu Yuan smiled: "Director Liu is too exaggerated."

"It's not an exaggeration at all."

Liu Xi looked serious, and then he smiled: "Since you have a box, then I won't invite you."

A few people chatted, and they soon lined up in front of them.

There is a construct guarding at the gate, and the light from the construct's hand passes

through their genetic war pattern, and the spirit crystal in the war pattern space can be

found.

Because the construct represents the place of origin itself, no one is worried about

exposing privacy.

And Lu Yuan and Gelin were the senders, and they didn't even need to verify the number

of spirit crystals, so they went in directly.

After entering the gate, he passed through a long passage and came to an extremely

empty space.

This space has a range of several kilometers, and the central location is a black high

platform, which should be an auction platform.

And all around are seats.

It looks like there are more than one hundred thousand.

This is the location on the first floor, and there are rows of boxes on it.

You can go up the stairs directly from both sides of the passage.

There are already a lot of people in the seats below, and the noisy discussion echoes in the
auction house.

"Let's go upstairs, where is your box?"

Liu Xi looked at Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan took out a black card: "302."

Liu Xi took a look and said with a smile: "Coincidentally, I'm at 301, right next to you,
let's go together, it's on the third floor."



a group of people went upstairs and found the private room.

Lu Yuan and Green entered the 302, and Liu Xi led his team into the 301.

The side of the box facing the auction table is made of transparent glass. You can directly

see the seats below and the auction table in the center, with a good view.

The area of   the box is almost forty to fifty square meters, with a row of soft-looking
brown sofas in the center.

There is a refrigerator beside , and snacks and fruits on the table.

"Compared with the following, this is simply a farewell treatment! Isn't it too luxurious?!"

Zhuo Ming looked around with excitement.

He smiled and said, "I'm afraid that even Sister Xiangxiang and Brother Cao Yan haven't
been in the box, right? I have to pretend to be with them after I get out! My Zhuo Ming

has actually entered the box of the auction house!"

Lu Yuan looked at Zhuo Ming's excitement, a little speechless, and ignored him.

Several other people were also very excited, only Green was a little calmer.

But judging from the hand he kept touching the sofa, he was also a little excited.

"Sit down, the auction should start soon, right?"

Several people sat down on the sofa and waited for the auction to start.

After another half an hour, more and more people were sitting in the seats below. At this
moment, a structure slowly rose from below the high platform and stood on the high

platform.

Seeing the appearance of the construct, Green's people were shocked.

"here we go!"

Lu Yuan also narrowed his eyes when he heard the words, and looked at the construct on

the high platform curiously.

This is the first time Lu Yuan has participated in an auction.



The mechanical sound of the construct sounded, and it was simple and rude to directly

enter the subject:

"The auction will begin now, and now the first item will be auctioned."

As the sound of the construct just fell, a virtual projection appeared in the air.

It is a black epee, which rotates in the air, allowing everyone to see the details.

In front of the epee, there is a virtual light curtain with information about the epee.

【Iron Stone Epee】

[Class: Elite Apprentice Armament (60% tempering degree)]

[Main Improvement: Physical Defense]

[Secondary improvement: power burst]

The sound of the construct sounded again: "The first auction item, the starting price is

6000 Lingjing, and each increase is not less than 200 Lingjing, now we will start

bidding."

As the construct's voice just fell, a light curtain suddenly appeared in front of Lu Yuan's
eyes.

Lu Yuan was taken aback, glanced at the light curtain, and found that it was a page for

quotation.

shows the current price and the input box for the price.

Lu Yuan glanced around, and found that there was also a light curtain in front of Green
and the others.

Seeing Lu Yuan had some doubts, Green smiled and said:

"Lu Yuan, this is your first time participating in an auction. Every time you make an offer,
there will be a light curtain of this offer. If you want to bid, just write your own price."

As soon as Green’s voice fell, the mechanical sound rang:

"A001229, the bid is 6200 Lingjing."



Green smiled: "Look, someone has made a bid. After you get the bid, you can pick up your
things after the auction is over."

Lu Yuan nodded: "So it's like this."

He knows the rules of the auction.

After someone bids, more people bid.

"A234766, the bid is 6400 Lingjing."

"A100023, bid 7000 Lingjing."

"……"

It didn't take long for the price to reach 8,000 Lingjing, and the number of quotations

began to decrease.

In the end, when someone quoted 8400 Lingjing, no one would compete.

After the countdown, the construct said:

"The auction was successful, congratulations to A038234."

In the box, a strong-looking man who was originally using an epee looked at the

projection of the disappearance of the iron and stone epee, and a trace of envy flashed in

his eyes.

"It's a pity that I don't have so many spirit crystals, otherwise I have to fight."

The weapons he uses are still ordinary level, elite level weapons, which have improved

him too much.

Next, the auction will continue.

As the initial city, the number of genius treasures that can be obtained in the Sand Rock
City area is actually very limited.

Most of the auctions here are elite-level genetic weapons.

The next dozens of auction items are all genetic weapons.

The price is about the same as the first one, but at most it is a bit higher.



Lu Yuan even saw the elite-level spear he sent for auction. The starting price was 7,000
Lingjing, and the price of 9,000 Lingjing was finally sold.

can only be said so-so.

Lu Yuan has no interest in these auction items.

He has now broken through to the first order, and he will leave Sandstone City soon to go
to a higher level area. At that time, with his strength, it is not difficult to obtain elite level
weapons.

I bought the genetic weapon here, and it will be replaced soon, which is a waste of spirit

crystals.

After an elite genetic weapon was auctioned, an ice blue rune projection appeared in the

air.

Looking at this projection, Lu Yuan was stunned.

This is something he hasn't seen before.

In the air, information about this rune appeared.

【Ice Blade Charm】

[Rank: Elite Level Zero Charm (90% tempering degree)]

[Effect: Input spiritual power, you can release an ice-blade combat skill, the power is a
full blow for the elite trainee fighter (90% tempering degree). 】

Lu Yuan was a little surprised.

"A one-time combat spell?"

Lu Yuan didn't expect that there would still be such a thing, which had the same effect as

the water arrow on his Ring of Rapids.

However, the water arrow can be used once a day, this can only be used once.

The power of the ice blade is not weak, and for those who are not strong enough, it is
equivalent to a good hole card.

Lu Yuan looked at the people near Green.



After seeing this charm~www.mtlnovel.com~ their eyes flickered, a little eager.

Zhuo Ming opened the mouth and said: "I bought the Ice Blade Charm to kill an elite

fierce beast with a higher strength. If you are lucky, the fierce beast has dropped genetic

weapons and extraordinary genes, maybe you can make a lot of money."

"It's true, even if you don't use it to hunt the beast, it's equivalent to one more life in your

hand."

Green also flickered, with a look of eagerness on his face.

Finally, he shook his head: "Forget it, the price of this thing will definitely not be low,
let's not think about it."

Lu Yuan didn't feel much, if it was a Tier 1 charm, maybe he would consider buying it.

But the trainee level is too weak.

As Green said, the base price of the Ice Blade Charm was 5000 Lingjing, and the final

auction price reached 10,000 Lingjing.

If this thing is used well, it’s no problem to hunt down an 80% or even 90% sharp beast.

As long as you are lucky enough, you can definitely make a profit.

This is also equivalent to an investment.

Lu Yuan was not surprised at this price either.

After , the things sold were genetic weapons, high-level herbs, minerals, and beast

materials.

Lu Yuan’s eight elite genes were all sold, and even two boss-level materials were also

sold.

The highest price is the skin of the ancient sea giant crocodile leader, which sold 29,500
spiritual crystals.

After all, this is the material used to build boss-level weapons.

Totally, 175,000 Lingjing was sold.

Even for Lu Yuan, this is a huge sum of money.



Of course, what Lu Yuan is looking forward to most is the water arrow gene.
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